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Data-intensive sciences have to deploy diverse large scale database technologies for data analytics as scientists
have now been dealing with much larger volume than ever before. While array databases have bridged many gaps
between the needs of data-intensive research fields and DBMS technologies (Zhang 2011), invocation of other
big data tools accompanying these databases is still manual and separate the database management’s interface.
We identify this as an architectural challenge that will increasingly complicate the user’s work flow owing to the
growing number of useful but isolated and niche database tools. Such use of data analysis tools in effect leaves the
burden on the user’s end to synchronize the results from other data manipulation analysis tools with the database
management system.
To this end, we propose a unified access interface for using big data tools within large scale scientific array database using the database queries themselves to embed foreign routines belonging to the big data tools.
Such an invocation of foreign data manipulation routines inside a query into a database can be made possible through a user-defined function (UDF). UDFs that allow such levels of freedom as to call modules from
another language and interface back and forth between the query body and the side-loaded functions would be
needed for this purpose. For the purpose of this research we attempt coupling of four widely used tools Hadoop
(hadoop1), Matlab (matlab1), R (r1) and ScaLAPACK (scalapack1) with UDF feature of rasdaman (Baumann 98),
an array-based data manager, for investigating this concept. The native array data model used by an array-based
data manager provides compact data storage and high performance operations on ordered data such as spatial data,
temporal data, and matrix-based data for linear algebra operations (scidbusr1). Performances issues arising due
to coupling of tools with different paradigms, niche functionalities, separate processes and output data formats
have been anticipated and considered during the design of the unified architecture. The research focuses on the
feasibility of the designed coupling mechanism and the evaluation of the efficiency and benefits of our proposed
unified access architecture.
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